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FORGING INNOVATIVE 
ALLIANCES

what we do

CREATING NEIGHBORHOOD HUBS

TRANSFORMING chicago’s schooLyards 
INTO vibrant outdoor places

FOR:

Inspiring outdoor
space for kids

Flood reduction and water conservationAn investment in neighborhoods

KIDS NEIGHBORHOODS ENVIRONMENT

Space to Grow is a Chicago-based initiative working 
with many of the city’s low-income communities of 
color to transform underutilized schoolyards into 
inspired playgrounds for students and vital outdoor 
places for the whole neighborhood to get together 
and reconnect with nature. Our green schoolyards 
replace expanses of asphalt with landscaping that 
absorbs rainwater, helping to address neighborhood 
flooding issues.

what it is

TRANSFORMING  
UNDERUTILIZED SCHOOLYARDS

why it matters

IMPROVING CHILDREN’S 
HEALTH & WELLNESS
Green schoolyards provide an opportunity for kids to 
learn and grow outdoors, and for schools to support 
student health and physical activity.

We engage the entire school community, including neighborhood residents, to create 
a schoolyard that meets many needs and serves as a source of neighborhood pride.

what’s next

EXPANDING IN CHICAGO AND BEYOND
how we do it

COMMUNITY 
MEETING SPACES 

bring residents 
together.

PLAY SPACES 
FOR CHILDREN 

get kids moving during 
and after school.

OUTDOOR 
CLASSROOMS 

engage students in 
the natural world.

VEGETABLE GARDENS 
offer students an 

opportunity to grow and 
harvest healthy food.

RAIN GARDENS
capture rainwater for 
plants that thrive in  

wet conditions.

PERMEABLE SURFACES  
let rainwater soak through to underground 

layers of stones and gravel.

Space to Grow is funded in part by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.

schoolyards 
OPENED by 201934

Our dynamic partnership is  
building green schoolyards 
throughout Chicago.

• CHICAGO PUBLIC  
SCHOOLS

• CITY OF CHICAGO  
DEPARTMENT OF  
WATER MANAGEMENT

• METROPOLITAN WATER 
RECLAMATION DISTRICT 
OF GREATER CHICAGO

• HEALTHY SCHOOLS  
CAMPAIGN

• OPENLANDS

• ADDITIONAL PARTNERS 
AND SUPPORTERS

Space to Grow aims to expand its reach in Chicago, and it serves 
as a model for green schoolyards across the nation, benefiting 
kids, neighborhoods, and the environment.

PARTNERS


